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CHBA-ER Annual Charitable Renovation Project - We Need Your Support! 
 
October is Renovation Month in Canada, and we are pleased to have members of the CHBA-
ER take this opportunity to give back to the local community. For this year's project, we are very 
excited to work with Uncles & Aunts at Large Edmonton Area Society to renovate their facility! 
  
Uncles & Aunts at Large is an amazing organization through which volunteers offer 
companionship, mentoring and friendly support to children from single-parent families.  
 
The society is situated in a home that has not been renovated in over 20 years and needs some 
long overdue upgrades such as better storage solutions, bathroom upgrades, paint refresh, as 
well as some exterior repairs. This renovation will improve accessibility and bring functionality to 
the space by turning the home into an area that is safe and welcoming for children and 
volunteers. We have been working closely with their team for the last few months and they are 
beyond excited for this opportunity!  
 
Here is the link to some photos of their current space and you can also check out their website 
here to learn more about their organization. 
 
We have received many incredible donations of materials and volunteer time but we are in need 
of cash donations.   
 
Here is how your cash donation can help to make this project a success: 
 
$350 - Ensure the basement's triumphant completion! 
$550 - Be the storage superhero we need! (Need 3 Donations) 
$500 - Patch up fences to keep things safe and sound! (Need 4 Donations) 
$250 - Provide essential building blocks - fuel our shop supplies! (Need 4 Donations) 
$625 - Contribute to the color palette by procuring the paint! (Need 3 Donations) 
$400 - Fuel our dedicated volunteers with breakfast sustenance! 
$700 - Energize our hard working labour force with lunch! 
$200 - Hydrate our team with water and snacks! 
$750 - Provide the unsung heroes of our project, the porta potty and disposal bin! 
 

We will recognize every donation received by having your logo displayed on site during the 
renovation days, acknowledgement in the CHBA newsletter, and shout-outs on social media 
stories and posts. 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1H8Sqz5CnwOaGTILFlbp53DTa_CeX_JDo?usp=sharing
http://unclesatlarge.ab.ca/
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To make a cash donation, please contact mailto:info@chbaedmonton.ca. If you would like to 
learn more about the project, feel free to reach out to Patricia Egea at 
patricia.e@effecthomes.ca 
 

We can’t wait to show Uncles and Aunts at Large what our CHBA community can do. 
 
Thank you so much for your consideration! 
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